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Abstract—The so-called 5G will revolutionize the way we live, and work. In order to demonstrate the profound changes, we can expect to experience within the next 5 to 10 years, we present use cases for the planned research within the TeamUp5G project. Some use cases are strongly linked to the network layer and aim at developing solutions capable of optimizing the main promising benefits of 5G: extremely low latency and extremely high bandwidth (e.g., handle video streams, traffic congestion, user profiles), in the most efficient way possible. Other use cases focus on commercial applications that make use of middleware applications to enhance their performance. The latter fall into two main areas: real-time virtual reality and live video streaming, which are extremely demanding in terms of latency and bandwidth to provide an acceptable QoE/QoS to multiple users. The use cases presented are built assuming that 5G is essential for their support with appropriate QoE/QoS. Key performance indicators and their range of variation are also identified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades, technology has been steadily evolving in a variety of domains: machines are endowed with increasingly powerful processors and larger memory capacities; device-to-device communications open the door to new facile inventions and realities; the user population grows more dependent upon technological solutions for everyday problems and needs; quality standards display a never-ending tendency to rise; and the cycle goes on. With 5G networks promoting larger bandwidth for data transmission and lower latency in communications, potential product and service categories become clearer. The 5G services and applications include mixed reality (with connectivity and its support on the move [1], [2], [3], [4]), aerial drones as well as opportunities arising from the deployment of 5G in industry 4.0 [5], [6], [7], while considering resilient authentication and authorization solutions [8], [9], [10], [11].

Based on such vision [1], [12], [13] in this work, we describe a set of structured use cases that will be the basis for the TeamUp5G Innovative Training Network research, and discuss the variation of a set of parameters that will be fundamental in the characterization of these applications, [14].

The remainder of the papers is organized as follows. Section II introduces the TeamUp5G Emergency Drone, Predictive Maintenance in Manufacturing, Jump Travelling, Multiplayer Game Using Virtual Reality (VR), and Live Events using VR/AR uses cases. In Section III the user requirements are analyzed, and the range of variation for the key performance indicators is identified. Section IV draws the conclusions and discusses topics for future research.

II. USE CASES

The proposed use cases definition follows a common format including: Context, that explain which scientific field and industry sector the use case is related to; motivation for the need of 5G networks, or why the use case requires one or
more of the novel characteristics of 5G networks; high level description of the use case; the initial scenario context; the step-by-step scenario description of the playout of the scenario; and the final scenario.

A. Use case 1: Emergency Drone

**Context** – Information and communications are very important in decision-making on emergency situations. When human lives are at risk, the immediately available information may be the difference between life and death. In situations such as earthquakes, fires, floods, etc., it would be very useful to have access to information and maintain communication capabilities, even if all or some of the local infrastructures are not operational. Using drones that can take advantage of the 5G technology, allowing to provide 5G network communications with the decision centers and between crews in the field and even to the population affected by the catastrophe.

**Motivation for the need of 5G networks** The 5G technology will allow data rates 10 or 20 times greater than the 4G one, better energy efficiency, a much better positioning accuracy, 10 times larger reliability and 100 times more device density. All these features allow for a much better response for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in emergency situations. For instance, a 4K RAW video streaming at 30 frames per second, consumes about 10Gbps, which is much larger than the peak data rate of 4G. The RAW video from a drone is useful because, for instance, if the drone is flying at a 500m altitude, a 45º photo will cover one square kilometre, meaning that each square meter will roughly be covered by only 8 pixels. This implies that the compression in this case may easily eliminate people in the video. The reduced energy consumption from the 5G will also be of great value for drone autonomy. With a 5G micro cell over high population density areas, in case of an event that renders a network failure, a single drone would be able to allow the connection of 1 million devices, one order of magnitude greater than 4G.

**Description** – The technical and human resources in emergency situations are often limited. Usually in these situations the communications infrastructure is also damaged. The possibility of using UAVs in emergency situations may cover management and communications, if there is any kind of data connection available (3G/4G/5G). This connection can be provided by other sibling UAV, by creating an array to ensure connectivity. A UAV with capacity to transmit video images and other real time environmental information, as well as assuring the communications between the decision centers and crews and for the general population. There are many possible scenarios where video streams from the disaster area and the reestablishment of connectivity are critical for an adequate response to the emergency. We introduce two very different scenarios as examples:

1 – A large earthquake – A large earthquake over a densely populated metropolitan area would cripple the communications network, especially in the event of a generalized power failure. With the capability of connection one million devices, a few drones with 5G would be enough to guarantee appropriate coverage of the affected area.

2 – Forest fires – The drone would be able to reach the fire area much before the firefighters, allowing the command center to be aware of the real situation in advance, with the real time video streaming. The 5G could also allow communication between the crews in the field and the command center which could be hundreds of kilometers away. Danger to villages, roads and other infrastructure would be identified with great advance, allowing the early warning of potential victims and the better organization of the fire response.

**Initial scenario** – A fire station or emergency station have several UAVs ready to fly on demand. An alert is received by the central authority. The orders for deployment of the nearest UAVs are sent to the local authorities. Also, when the UAV autonomy is near its end, it can return to home or ask where it can be recharged.

**Step-by-step scenario**

In both scenarios the first steps are the following:

- UAVs will start travelling to the target area, while being able to receive detailed information about the mission.
- After reaching the target area, UAVs will stream video, thermal and other information to the authorities. Response teams will be able to define priorities. If it is a forest fire event, the drone can autonomously estimate the fire perimeter and identify people/infrastructure in danger.
- UAVs can be independently organized to look for people and identify their presence to the public safety services. They will also be able to recognize connected devices and use triangulation to locate the signal origin by making an allowance for two drones in range. In case of a forest fire event, a drone can also be configured to send SMS and call phones within its reach with an automatic message informing of the danger and asking to call an emergency number.
- UAVs will be able to create a 5G micro cell, allowing for connectivity in the affected area. Specifically, in fire events, to target response teams and general population.

**Final scenario** – The UAV successfully fullfilled the mission and safely returned to its headquarters.

B. Use case 2: Predictive Maintenance in Manufacturing

**Context** – With the evolution for beyong 4G communication systems, one of innovations is the adoption of the multi-access edge computing (MEC) architecture through the distribution of datacenters (DCs) on the edge of the network and closer to the end-clients, independently of being residential or enterprise clients. These edge DCs will enable the local deployment of systems based on Big Data and Artificial Intelligence (AI) and analytic applications. By using network slices according to services classes, these DCs will be able to connect to various industrial systems/components. When looking at these types of solutions from the industry perspective, there are several advantages such as: i) Maintenance and operation of network infra-structures demand specific knowledge, thus requiring a considerable investment in an area that is not directly related to their core business, and ii) the new business models based on X-as-a-Service paradigm enable the optimization of operational costs and reduce the expenditure on infrastructure assets.

Although there are other advantages beside the ones mentioned here, these two are the most visible from the perspective of a closer relationship between the
telecommunications and manufacturing industries. Augmented Reality (AR) is a good example on how to establish a bridge between the physical and the virtual worlds. AR glasses can be applied in multiple scenarios, allowing the display of digital information in overlay with the real world and the capture of information when used as sensors. Displayed information is customized and adapted to each individual worker, enabling their access to digital tools designed to enhance their performance.

One good example of this practice is the Thyssenkrupp case, which sells and provides maintenance services to elevators and escalators, reducing the average time per assistance by a factor of four. Thyssenkrupp workers use HoloLens glasses to assist them during maintenance jobs, allowing them to be connected to the company’s internal operational support systems. Through these glasses, the technicians can locate and identify the malfunctioning components and rapidly repair or replace them. On the most complex cases, the glasses also enable the specialized assistance with bidirectional visual communications: on the one hand the glasses make use of their cameras to capture images and videos and on the other hand they also provide visual assistance in overlay with the real world, using AR.

**Motivation for the need of 5G Networks** – Besides the Cloud Telco approach associated with 5G, which can be used by verticals to deploy applications and operation support systems, 5G connectivity services will also play a pivotal role. Different service classes map into distinct connectivity requirements that need to be fulfilled to enable the digital transformation of the manufacturing industry. Technologies such as Internet-of-Things (IoT) or AR will only be facilitated by 5G.

**Description** – Within the context of Industry 4.0, maintenance is one of the areas which attracts more attention and investment due to the foreseen beneficial impact. Herein, the approach has been centered on the use of analytic systems making use of AI to predict the optimal time for maintenance procedures and the use of AR to assist and enhance the performance of technicians. Figure 1 shows a scenario where a manufacturing company uses a platform to assist and optimize the work of their personnel.

![Fig. 1. Predictive Manufacturing Platform Architecture](image)

This platform uses AR glasses to enable the input and output of information from the worker perspective. All the information sent and received by the glasses considers the context of the worker within the company. The platform itself is deployed in a DC located on the edge of the network and close to the company’s premises. The traffic associated with each device is sent to the various applications according to the worker context and needs by using technologies such as dynamic service function (DSF), thus optimizing resource usage. By using this type of platforms, managers can track the different parts along the production line by using the cameras mounted on the glasses and from the information being collected from different machines and sensors. All collected data is afterwards processed by specific analytic applications which use an AI mechanism (e.g., machine learning) to predict and schedule an optimal time instance to perform predictive maintenance on the machines and related components, thus reducing downtime.

The needs to perform maintenance operation on the impacted machines is triggered by an alarm generated by the operation support system. By following this approach, the situation of machines constraining production is avoided. Further details on the Initial and Step-by-step scenarios are given in [13].

**Final scenario** – After the conclusion of the maintenance operation, the production line resumes normal operations and the respective notification is sent to the production manager. Analytics systems collect all the data related to the maintenance procedures, including the request for specialized assistance, so that in the future it can be used to plan and optimize the predictive maintenance, and reduce downtime.

**C. Uses cases 3, 4 and 5: Jump Travelling, Multiplayer Game Using VR & Live Events using VR/AR**

Use cases 3, 4 and 5 are as follows, as described in [12]:

- **Jump Travelling**: Users at specific locations, e.g., a theme park, would like to experience a new type of roller coaster, one in which they could enjoy a jump travel, from one location to another around the world, experiencing a 360-degree view from a flying UAV, using immersive technology.

- **Multiplayer Game Using virtual reality (VR)**: This scenario consists of an online multiplayer game where a minimum of two opponents can perform virtual battles in a virtual arena. All players must be equipped with VR devices and interaction sensors that detect their movements. Each player makes use of a virtual melee weapon to attack or defend so that all players can react accordingly.

- **Live Events using VR/AR**: Users at a venue, e.g., a soccer stadium, can follow the game from different viewpoints, which can also change over time for each individual user. This is enabled by an operator places several cameras around the stadium that capture images from multiple viewpoints.

A detailed presentation of these use cases is given in [12].

**III. REQUIREMENTS**

The use cases described above will be used to provide some basic requirements to be considered in the more fundamental research. Each of them is related to one or more of the scenarios considered in 5G and include the type of communications identified in [1]. These scenarios include: enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC), and Ultra-Reliable and Low Latency Communications (URLLC).

The reader may find full information on requirements for the scenarios foreseen in 5G by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in the Report ITU-R M.2411-0 (11/2017), [13].

The following requirements, extracted from this report, are the most relevant for the TeamUp5G project:
1. Peak data rate (Gbit/s): eMBB: 20 (DL), 10 (UL).
3. 5th percentile user spectral efficiency (bps/Hz):
   a) Indoor Hotspot: eMBB: 0.3 (DL), 0.21 (UL).
   b) Dense Urban: eMBB 0.225 (DL), 0.15 (UL).
   c) Rural: eMBB 0.12 (DL), 0.045 (UL).
4. Average Spectral Efficiency (bps/Hz/TRxP):
   a) Indoor Hotspot: eMBB 9 (DL), 6.75 (UL).
   b) Dense Urban: eMBB 7.8 (DL), 5.4 (UL).
   c) Rural: eMBB 3.3 (DL), 1.6 (UL).
6. User experienced data rate (Mbit/s): eMBB 100 (DL), 50 (UL).
11. Reliability (URLLC): the minimum requirement for the reliability is $10^{-5}$ success probability of transmitting a layer 2 protocol data unit (PDU) of 32 bytes within 1 ms in channel quality of coverage edge for the Urban macro-URLLC test environment, assuming small application data (e.g. 20 bytes’ application data + protocol overhead).
12. Mobility:
   a) Stationary: 0 km/h.
   b) Pedestrian: 0 km/h to 10 km/h.
   c) Vehicular: 10 km/h to 120 km/h.
   d) High speed vehicular: 120 km/h to 500 km/h.
   e) Indoor Hotspot: eMBB: 1.5 (bps/Hz), 10 (km/h).
   f) Dense Urban: eMBB: 1.12 (bps/Hz), 30 (km/h).
   g) Rural: eMBB: 0.8 (bps/Hz), 120 (km/h); 0.45 (bps/Hz), 500 (km/h).
13. Bandwidth: between 100 MHz and 1 GHz (> 6 GHz).

On figure 2 is shown the relevance of a set of requirements for the three 5G main scenarios.

A more detailed description of the requirements for TeamUp5G use cases is presented in the following.

A. Use case 1: Emergency Drone (eMBB, mMTC)

The foreseen requirements for this use case include those of eMBB and mMTC. Emergency Drones must be capable of transmitting video images of an extremely high quality (at least 4K at 30/60fps), making it necessary to use a high broadband connection (eMMB). Besides that, it is important for the drones to be able to communicate between them, creating a network of drones and people devices (mMTC).

URLLC is not a requirement in this use case since 4 ms of user plane latency provided by eMBB is sufficient for this scenario.

B. Use case 2: Predictive Maintenance in Manufacturing (eMBB, mMTC, URLLC)

The foreseen requirements for this use case include those of eMBB, mMTC and URLLC.

Operators will be equipped with AR glasses to help them perform their predictions when working. This AR glasses will record, send, process in an edge cloud and respond (via some AR banner) to the operator. Thus, it is important to received meaningful information in real time (URLLC) after having sent 4K video (eMMB) and processed in a edge cloud. Besides this, information from sensors and machines is also sent to the central processors (mMTC).

C. Use case 3: Jump Travelling (eMBB, URLLC)

The foreseen requirements for this use case include those of eMBB and URLLC.

In this use case, virtual and augmented reality require very high-quality video images (eMBB) to be sent to the users enjoying “Jump Travel”. Besides, the users may control drones (URLLC) that are recording and sending images “on site”: mMTC is not required, since the connection/communication with and between many devices is not expected.

D. Use case 4: Multiplayer Game Using VR (eMBB, URLLC)

The foreseen requirements for this use case include those of eMBB and URLLC. When playing videogames online, very low latencies may be a strict requirement to assure a proper enjoyable experience (URLLC). Besides that, since VR is expected to be used in this scenario, as stated for previous use cases, a high data rate is needed (eMBB). mMTC is not a requirement in this use case.
Table 1. TeamUp5G Initial Use Cases and Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area Traffic Capacity</th>
<th>Peak Data Rate</th>
<th>User Experience Data Rate</th>
<th>Mobility</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Spectrum Efficiency</th>
<th>Energy Efficiency</th>
<th>Connection Density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Use case 5: Live Events using VR/AR (eMBB, mMTC, URLLC)

The foreseen requirements for this use case include those of eMBB, mMTC and URLLC. Since AR and VR is expected to be used in this scenario, as stated for previous use cases, a high data rate is needed (eMBB). A very low latency (URLLC) is expected to prevent a noticeable gap between reality and the images transmitted to visualization devices (VR/AR). Many users are expected in a reduced volumetric space (stadium for instance), thus capacity to communicate with several devices is needed (mMTC).

On Table 1 it is summarized the main requirements foreseen at this first stage for the TeamUp5G use cases, that are also addressed in [1]. These will be refined while the project evolves.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work analyses use cases we plan to implement within TeamUp5G, which will require multiple scientific and technological advancements in the different topics to be researched by the individual Early Stage Researchers’ (ESRs).

Several broad use cases have been proposed, which will be refined over the course of the next months, in order to cover (when seen as a combined set) all research areas to be pursued by the different TeamUp5G researchers. The use cases are characterized in terms of Key Performance Indicators following the recommendations from ITU. None of the proposed use cases at this moment aims to cover all topics of research, however we might consider proposing at a later stage, one or two use cases that by themselves will demonstrate the progress we will make in all areas of research covered by the project.
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